Walkenried Station & MODRATEC Interlocking

Introduction
This arcticle describes the modular station of Walkenried (Germany) I am building in H0
scale and the use of MODRATEC’s mechanical interlocking system.

Why Walkenried
As a member of the Freundeskreis Europäischer Modellbahner
(www.fremo-net.eu) I built an industrial siding and used it at
several FREMO meetings. By the end of 2007 I decided to sell my
papermill industry to make way for a new project. For the third
time I started all over to design a coherent set of modules to
present a railway station. After all, one does put lessons learned
into practice. But what should I develop this time. My friend
Dirkjan said “Why don’t you model Walkenried Station?”.
Yeh, why Walkenried station?
At first sight, Walkenried Station, located somewhere in the middle of today’s Germany,
seems to be a small, insignificant, nothing-is-happening-here railway station. Once every
hour or so, a passenger train halts for a few minutes, and now and then a freight train
meets the eye, if you manage to keep them open long enough to notice the event. Three,
some half buried, abandoned shunting tracks relate to a busier past and a main station
building that’s used as an office for the local real estate broker. No signal towers what so
ever anymore. Boring isn’t it?
However, If you take a closer look and with the perspective of an era long gone by, which I
did, it turns out to be an almost perfect station for a model railroader. Why? Here are the
main reasons why I choose to model Walkenried:
•

•

•

In the era I model, around 1965, the station functioned as border station with the
former Deutsche Demokratische Republik (DDR, East Germany). The west end of the
station is connected with two tracks to the western world and on the east side only
one track leaves the station to connect to the DDR. They ripped out the other track
after the 2nd world war. For model railway purposes this setting for sure will make
handling the traffic more interesting.
Interesting effect is, that after the war, only freight trains pass the border. At FREMO
meetings, we can always decide to put in some so called ‘ Interzone’ passenger trains.
All other trains from western regions do end in Walkenried, which gives extra work for
both crews and staff. Run around locomotives and the like.
The station is also connected to the Süd Harz Eisenbahn (SHE), a narrow-gauge
private railway crossing the Harz mountain region. This gives a lot of additional freight
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•

•
•
So

traffic. The freights have to be transfered to and from the SHE. This happens in two
ways: reloading the goods from one wagon to another or shunting complete wagons
onto so called ‘Rollwagens’, very low profiled narrow gauge wagons that can carry a
standard gauge wagon.
There is also a, so called, Culemeyer loading site. Here you can put a railway freight
wagon onto a rubber wheeled lorry, so the wagon could be transported to the
customer somewhere in the village or in the surrounding countryside.
The station has a connection to the Walkenried Gypsum factory (Walkenrieder
Gipsfabrik).
The village has a impressive ruin of a Cistercian abbey, build in 1127 and ruined in
1525 as a result of a peasant revolt. I have already built the first part of this ruin.
there is enough work to do for at least two persons during a FREMO gathering.

Walkenried without the Süd Harz Eisenbahn connection

The above diagram shows the plan for the station. To build it I needed to construct eight
modules for the station itself, and some extra for the ‘Gipsfabrik’ and the SHE connection. All
in all a lot of work that will keep me occupied for at least two years just to finish the
modules, track and the actuators for switches and signals. And exactly at this point
MODRATEC becomes in sight.

MODRATEC and Walkenried
In the ‘epoche 3b’ period (1956 – 1968) that I model, Walkenried still had a mechanical
interlocking system and thus muscle powered actuation of switches and signals. I decided
that, if it was possible to achieve, I would also use a working mechanical interlocking
machine for my model railroad station. Of course I could build one myself, which is probably
cheap but for sure it is very time consuming because of processes like designing, building,
testing, rebuilding, going back to the drawing board and so on. So I started to explore the
Internet for a more out of the box solution.
Besides finding all kinds of companies that sell
levers, I found MODRATEC, an Australian
company that indeed fabricates custom build
mechanical interlocking machines. I soon found
out, using their SigScibe4 software that I could
get the mechanical interlocking operational in
the end, but that it didn’t reflect the German
way of doing things. A German mechanical
interlocking machine is complex, versatile, robust
and contains OR-functionality, at least from the
Stellewerk MF Esslingen / Gammertingen (www.Stellwerk.de)
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designers point of view.
So, early March 2009 sometime late in the
evening, I send an email with some questions,
and, maybe due to the fact that Australians
spend their days with a 12 hour advantage
compared to us Europeans, I received an
answer in return immediately. The next
morning that is.
Bottom line: A German interlocking machine
contains OR-functions and that was not
incorporated in the MODRATEC system.
Harold (from MODRATEC) told me that
MODRATEC was thinking about ths, but didn’s
have a solution in place.
So he and I started to work out a conceptual way about how to get OR-functionality into an
interlocking system. After struggling a few weeks, drawing schedules and diagrams in
MSPaint and back and forth emailing, we ended with a solution reflected by the diagram
above.
The blue bar is connected to the bottom bar (green). Once the locking bar at the bottom is
moved to the right, by means of moving either the top OR the middle bar to the right, the
lever ‘Ack’ can be pulled and the tappet is moved down. To get the bottom bar in the
default position, a spring is used to provide the force to push the bar back.
Although this solution is far away from a general supported system solution, is shows that
OR-functions in a tappet/locking bar mechanism are feasible.
So Harold emailed me that MODRATEC probably would build in OR-functionality somewhere
late 2009, early 2010. Therefore I had to wait. Luckily I still had a large amount of work to
do, so I kept myself busy building modules, buildings, trees etcetera.
To my surprise MODRATEC came up with a solution during my holidays in August 2009. So
sitting on the top of an alpine mountain, I dreamed away about getting Walkenried
controlled by mechanical interlocking.
About German signals
Before discussing my station, here is a short piece of text describing the German signaling
system (for those who are used to other systems).
In Germany they have a whole lot of signals and signs with the sole purpose of
implementing both safety and an orderly way of handling traffic on the railroad. Of course
I’m not going to describe this 100%, that would at least need a very thick book. I will only
point out some aspects that are related to my station.
The Germans have: main signals, shunt signals, pre-main signals and numerous signs.
Besides that, there are different types of train designations, with two main types: main trains
and switching trains. Main trains start in a station and end in another station and the
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movement of the train along the route is handled through main signals. Main Signals can,
but not always do, present three images: Hp0, Hp1 and Hp2. Hp0 means stop, Hp1 means
proceed and Hp2 means proceed at reduced speed. Regarding only the mechanical signals,
the main signals are available in three types:
•
•
•

main signal with one signal arm, capable of showing Hp0 and Hp1.
main signal with two signal arms, capable of showing Hp0, Hp1 and Hp2
main signal with two interconnected signal arms, capable of showing Hp0 and Hp2

If the main
signal
should,
besides Hp0
and Hp1,
also show
Hp2, then an
extra arm is
added. When
showing
Hp0, the
second arm
is in the
upright
position.
Hp0

Hp2 is
necessary if
the train is
following a
diverging
route or if
other
circumstances
demand slow
speed.

Hp1 is used
when the
route does
not contain
any diverging
switches
and/or the
track allows
full speed.
Hp1

Hp2

Of course during the night (and also for the electrical lights during the day) Hp0 is identified
by a red light, Hp1 is identified by a green light and Hp2 is identified through a combination
of a green and a yellow light. In the modern business of today, the so called daylight signals
show the same light patters (and some more) than the three mentioned above, so there
should be no confusion whether the train operator is approaching mechanical or daylight
signals.
Where main signals are meant to control main trains, shunt signals exists to handle
switching. If there are no shunt signals present (e.g. at signal D and G in Walkenried, see
diagram below) the tower operator and engineer have a number of procedures available to
cope with these situations. Shunt signals always present one of two images: SH0 or SH1.
SH0 means stop and is shown as a black horizontal bar on a white circular glass field which
in return is surrounded by a black band. SH1 means driving past the signal is allowed, but
only after manual acknowledgement by the tower operator. Manual means that the tower
operator waves his arm, shouts or shows a light signal. Speed is always reduced. The image
is pictured as a black diagonal bar against the same white background. During the night, the
white surface is led so the black bar and its position are clearly visible.
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SH0

SH1

RA11
Wait signal

ZS 103
overrule

In Walkenried there’s also another signal that tells switchers to wait. The so called wait sign
(Wärtezeichen). The signal is yellow in colour and W shaped. For a switcher to pass the wait
signal, a manual order has to be given by the tower operator. If there’s a main signal after
the wait signal, a special sign showing white diamonds on a black surface (Rautentafel Zs
103) overrules the main signal, allowing the engineer to pass the main signal even if it
shows Hp0.
For Walkenried I have planned two pre-main signals, one at the west and one at the east
side. The pre-main signal that shows the status of the exit signal inside a station is located
just in front of the entry signal. In Walkenried these are located just in front of the signals A
and F. Pre-main signals can present the same images as the main signal they are connected
to.
For Signals A and F there should also be pre-main signals. These are located about a train
length before the signals they belong to. At a FREMO meeting, I expect these signals to be
about three meters before the main signals (approx. three modules between the two
signals). This can be achieved by using the so called Wattenscheider Signalshaft which is a
standard interface in modules which allows for placement of signals in a closable hole [see
references/links].

Walkenried West
To describe the possibilities that MODRATEC provides I will first describe the west end of the
station. Later on the east side also gets also some attention. All possibilities are checked
against the safety of people and material. This is obvious in the real world, but in the 1:87
scale model railroad world within FREMO it’s more or less the same.
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Walkenried West tower area

What can be found on the above diagram with safety in mind?
•
•
•
•
•

Different types of main and shunt signals. (Haupt- & Rangiersignalen).
Main signals for normal and/or reduced speed
Switches (Weichen)
Derailers (Gleissperre)
Signaltower (Stellwerk)
Relative positions of buildings and facilities

Locking plan
At the start of designing the interlocking I first designed the lockingplan (Verschlussplan).
The diagram below shows the plan for the east tower.

+
.
|

/

:
:
:
:
:

Switch/Derailer/Crossing in normal position
Switch in reversed position
Actual route
Locked route(s)
Signal for Hp0 – Hp1
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//

: Signal for Hp0, Hp1 or Hp2

Signals are designated by a letter (A..Z) and if needed a number indicating the target
track(s). Switches are just pointed to by a number (1… nnn) and derailers are have an ‘S’ as
prefix.
The plan reflects the locking for several routes.
On the diagram you find signal G between B and C. This is due to the fact that in the sixties,
signal G was added to the station. This allowed passenger trains to arrive from the westside.
After the passengers had left the train, the engine could be driven around to the other end
of the train or the engineer just walked to the other end of the train. After this operation had
ended, the train could leave the station if signal G showed Hp2 (reduced speed because of
the switches that have to be passed).
Of course the station is connected to other stations (Bahnhof) or a signal box (Blockstelle)
somewhere between Walkenried and the next station. To be sure that it is safe to let the
train leave the station, the next station or signal box must acknowledge that the track is
clear. Communication is implemented by manual procedures, electro-mechanical devices or
electronically.
A route example
The diagram shows the route from signal C towards the west. Signal C is an Hp0-Hp2 type
(only two images) because all trains that leave the station from this track, need to follow a
diverging route through switches 4, 3, 2 and 1. For Signal C to be set in the Hp2 position, a
number of safety guarantees must be met:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Switches 1, 2, 3 and 4 must line up, so the train can leave the station through the
upper track and must therefore be locked!
Switch 5 and 12 must be locked into the straight position. The assumption for switch
12 is that the wagons that make up a train tend to occupy the full length of track 3, so
switch 12 ought to be in the straight position. Because switch 13 is coupled to switch
12, this one is then also in the straight position!
Switch 8 must be locked in the diverging position, to prevent wagons rolling towards
the leaving train.
Derailer S1 a must be locked so rolling stock on track 4 cannot reach tracks 3.
Switch 6 must be locked in the straight position, leaving track 1 secured by signal B
which must show Hp0 (stop).
The route must be locked, so tower operators cannot alter switch positions after the
route has been set.
The station west of Walkenried or the first leftside signal box, must acknowledge that
the train can be received. Otherwise the trains could end up in the back or front of
another train.
The shunt signal Rc in front of signal C must show SH1 (driving past allowed). Because
the tower operator is not going to give a manual signal, the driver is not allowed to set
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the train in motion even though the shunt signal shows SH1. He has to wait for the
Hp2 image on the main signal.
After all these requirements are met (and secured), the tower operator is allowed to set the
signal C from Hp0 to Hp2. As soon as the driver sees Hp2, he can set the train in motion.
After the train has gone all settings must be set to the normal position and this must be
done in reverse order - Signal C, Shunt signal Rc, Acknowledgement of the next
station/signal box, the route and at last the switches as far as needed.
Because the shunt signal is also used to allow shunting while the main signal shows Hp0
(stop), there is need for an OR function within the interlocking machine.
To complete the picture a list of requirements must be made for all routes and shunting
possibilities. For the west tower there are five routes and four switching situations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route signal A à track 2
Route signal A à track 3
Route signal B à west
Route signal G à west
Route signal C à west
Shunt signal Rc à track 3a
Shunt signal Rc à track 2a
Shunt signal Rc à west track 1a
Wait signal track 1 à west track 1a

There is also a set of three acknowledgement levers. These reflect the communication with
the outside world (as seen from the towers perspective).
After a route has been set, the tower operator must get agreement from the next
station/signal box. If the agreement is acknowledged, the corresponding lever can be set. In
the real world the communication between two towers is achieved by an electrical circuit,
such that the operator first asks for agreement, by pushing a button (or similar device). The
counterpart operator acknowledges the question by pushing a second button and thus
closing the electrical circuit, which causes the lock on the signal lever to be set free allowing
the operator to pull the signal lever. Status information about the device is shown visually or
audibly. For now all this is implemented at Walkenried through a procedure.

MODRATEC mechanical Interlocking at Walkenried west tower
The earlier version of SigScribe4, without the “Or” functionality, gave me quite some trouble
getting things to work. First I am not familiar with the English/Australian types of signal
images and functions and the method of connecting more than one signal to levers etc.
Besides that, I had to learn the user interface of the software. In the newest version, you
can draw your track plan and signs and then fill an interlocking rule file (the .itf file). This file
specfies the locking rules.
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Connected to the west side of Walkenried the following set of levers is needed. Because a
MODRATEC frame always consists of a multiple of 6 levers, I need 26 levers, so 4 levers (912) are not used.

30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13--8 7 6

5 4

3 2 1

Walkenried west signaltower lever array (lower numbers are the MODRATEC numbers in the locking scheme)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Levers 1 to 10 are for the switches (blue) and therefore blue to reflect the German
mechanical levers (notice there are only 9 levers!),
Levers S1 and S2 free the derailers. (orange/black). For a route to/from track 3 these
must be closed,
Levers A3, A2/3, B, C and G are for handling the main signals (red)
Lever Rc is for handling the shunt signal (red/white),
Lever W is for lighting up the W(ait) sign (red/yellow),
Levers E2, E3, Ab, Ag and Ac are for locking the route (green),
Levers Za, Z2 and Z3 are to set the acknowledgement of the next signaltower, signal
box or station (yellow).

The locking table below describes the rules for the interlocking machine.
To get a full understanding of the possibilities I refer you to the MODRATEC article on their
website (see http://MODRATEC.com/ss10/itf.pdf).
The following characters are the only non-whitespace characters permitted in an “itf” file
unless enclosed within comment boundaries.
Numerals (0-9) : lever/tappet numbers.
B = both ways.
N = normal.
R = reversed.
, = AND.
| = OR.
: = while.
; = while (interchangeable with “:” ).
() = enclose IF conditions.
The locking table looks like this:
30

There are 30 positions for levers, because
MODRATEC’s system uses a multiple of 6.

4N:27R,28R,29R,30R,26N,20N,23N,21N,25N
5N:30N,29N,25N,22N
7N:30N,29N,28N,27N
8N:28N,27N,29R,30R,25N,25N

Every lever has a number, and the numbers
are in reverse order in the above picture
AND between the levers for signal G and
route E2 there are 4 idle levers.
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1N:6R,7N
2N:7R,6N
3N:5R|8R|4R
16N:5R,3R,17N
15N:(4R)3R
13N:3R,8R
14N:3R,4R,15R
19N:1R,6R
18N:2R|19R
15N:6N,26N
17N:30N,25N,5N

So:
Switch 1 is connected to lever 30,
Signal G is connected to lever 13,
Route E2 is connected to lever 8,
Ack. Z3 is connected to lever 1 and so on.
First I started to define the locking for the
routes connected to lever 4 up to 8
Followed by the acknowledgement levers 1,
2 and 3.

The rest is implementing some extra rules including the OR and IF conditions. For Instance
the line ‘18N:2R|19R’ is the rule that lever 18 (signal A2/3) is free in the normal position if
lever 2 (Acknowledge Z2) is in reverse position or lever 19 (signal A3) is in reverse position.
In normal words: Signal A2/3 can be set to Hp1 if the route to track 2 is allowed or if signal
A3 is set. In this last situation signal A2/3 on the real module shows Hp2 when set.
So how is our example route secured. The train leaves the station starting on track 3, then
passing switches 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 and away into the western open field. This route is
attached to lever Ac (Ausfahrt signal C, Leave station from signal C) and thus lever 4 in the
schema (Line: 4N:27R, 28R, 29R, 30R, 26N, 20N, 23N, 21N, 25N).
The line defines that Lever 4 is free in the normal position, thus allowed to be pulled into
reverse position, which in return secures the route, when switches 4, 3, 2 and 1 are in the
diverging position. Switches 5, 8 and 6 must be in the normal position and the derailers S1
and S2 are locked in place. If all requirements are met, then lever 4 can be pulled. If pulled,
then all the above mentioned levers are locked immediately.
After this the acknowledgement must be given by the next station/signal box. If the
acknowledgement is acquired, lever Za (Zustimmung Ausfahrt, leaving allowed) can be set
according to the schema (Line: 3N:5R|8R|4R). Lever 3 can be pulled if lever 5 is pulled, OR
lever 8 is pulled OR lever 4 is pulled meaning that if route Ab, Ac or Ag is set, the lever Za
becomes free. Lever 8 is set to the left of the group of route levers because signal G is
added somewhere in the sixties, and there was no money to build it into the locking machine
in such a way that all levers occupied proper positions according to the track numbers
and/or signal letters. Of course this makes operating Walkenried more challenging for
operators.
After pulling this lever the route is locked and shunt signal Rc must be set. Remember that
for a train to pass the main signal, the accompanying shunt signal must also be set.
Remember a train is only allowed to pass a SH1 showing shunt signal after manual
acknowledgement of the tower operator or if the main signal shows Hp1 or Hp2. The rules
for the shunt signal are in the lines for lever 15 (Line: 15N:(4R)3R and Line:15N:6N,26N).
The First rule states that lever 15 can be pulled if lever 3 is reversed if lever 4 is revered.
This means that the lever for Rc can be pulled if there is acknowledgement from the next
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station/signal box but only if route Ac is set. If one of the other routes is set (Ab or Ag) the
lever for the shunt signal stays locked. The second rule means that shunt signal Rc can be
set if lever E3 (lever 6, meaning arriving train at track 3 when pulled) is not set and switch 5
is not set to the diverging position. Of course if lever Rc is locked by the rule on the second
line, the rule on the first line cannot release this and vice versa. As far as switch 5 is
concerned, there is no point in setting the shunt signal to SH1 if the switch isn’t lined up with
track 3.
After the shunt signal is set, the only thing left is to set the main signal to Hp2. The rule is
stated in (Line: 14N:3R,4R,15R). Lever 14 can be pulled if lever Za, Lever Ac and Lever Rc
are pulled. So only when the route is set, there is acknowledgement and the shunt signal
shows ‘passing allowed’, the main signal can be set.
Once this is done, the engineer is free to set the train in motion. After the train has left the
station, all levers must be pushed back in reversed order (except for one or more switches).
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Walkenried East
For Walkenried East the rules to meet safety must be implemented for the next diagram

Walkenried East tower area

Locking plan
At the start of designing the interlocking we first need a locking plan (Verschlussplan). The
diagram below shows the plan for the east tower.

+
.
|

/
//

:
:
:
:
:
:

Switch/Derailer/Crossing in normal position
Switch in reversed position
Actual route
Locked route(s)
Signal for Hp0 – Hp1
Signal for Hp0, Hp1 or Hp2

The plan reflect the locking for several routes.
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This diagram shows a few other options than the one for the West tower. To start with,
there is a rail/road crossing. No signal can be set if the gate is open to road traffic. Not even
the shunt signal Re can be set to SH1. The tower operator always has to close the gate first.
Second: Under derailer S3 there is a key-icon. This means that releasing the derailer can be
done, after the switcher unlocks it with a special key. The key must be picked up at the
tower by the switcher and the tower operator can get the key out of its keyholder only if the
relevant lever is pulled. Once this lever is pulled, no routes can be set to or from track 3. The
lever can only be pushed back if the key is turned in its keyhole inside the tower. This last
feature is not a part of the MODRATEC interlocking machine, and must be built by me
somehow or purchased from Outbus [see reference].
As you can see, trains cannot leave the station departing from track 1, because there is no
main signal there. Also no incoming trains are allowed to track 2 (Signal F cannot show SH1,
for a straight through path, and there is no route designed for this purpose). Although signal
G (for track 2) was put there in the sixties, a capability to set a route towards this signal has
not been built into the locking mechanism in the east tower (Hardly any traffic form East
Germany to Walkenried, so why spend any money?).
To prevent damage, both switches 16 and 17 must always be set to straight or diverge
before a route from track 2 or to/from track 3 can be set. The same is true for the pair of
switches 14 and 15 for routes to/from track 3.
The diagram shows the route from signal D towards the east. Signal D is a Hp0-Hp1 type
(only two images) because all trains that leave the station need to follow a straight route
through the switches 17 and 18. For Signal D to be set in the Hp1 position, a number of
safety guarantees must be met:
•
•
•
•
•

Switches 17 and 18 must line up, so the train can leave the station and must therefore
be locked,
Switch 16 must be locked into the straight position.
The crossing must be closed for cars, bicycles, pedestrians, cows and horses (cats and
dogs are allowed anyway).
The route must be locked, so tower operators cannot alter switch positions or open the
crossing after the route has been set.
The station east of Walkenried or the first rightside signal box, must acknowledge that
the train can be received. Otherwise the trains could end up in the back or front of
another train.

MODRATEC mechanical Interlocking at Walkenried east tower
Connected to the east side of Walkenried the following set of levers is needed
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18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5 4

3

2

1 (MODRATEC numbers)

Walkenried east tower lever array

•
•
•
•
•
•

Levers 14 to 18 are for the switches,
Levers S3 frees the derailer. For traffic to/from the Gipsfabrik the derailer must be free,
Levers D, E and F are for handling the main signals,
Lever Re is for handling the shunt signal,
Levers Ad, Ae, Eq and E2 are for locking the according route,
Levers Z1, z3 and Za are to set the acknowledgement of the west tower, signal box or
station.

The locking table looks like this
18
7N:13R,14N,15N,16N,6N,5N,4N
6N:13R,12N,17N,18N,16R,15R,14N,7N,5N,4N
5N:13R,14R,7N,6N,4N
4N:13R,12N,17N,18N,16R,15R,14N,7N,6N,5N

There are 18 positions for levers, because
MODRATEC’s system uses a multiple of 6. All
levers are used.
Every lever has a number, and the numbers
are in reverse order in the above array.

3N:5R
2N:4R
1N:7R|6R

So:
Switch 14 is connected to lever 18,
Signal D is connected to lever 11,
Route Ad is connected to lever 7,
Ack. Za is connected to lever 1 and so on

11N:1R,7R
9N:1R,6R,10R
8N:3R|2R
10N:(6R)1R
10N:4N,13R

First I started to define the locking for the
routes connected to lever 4 up to 7
Followed by the acknowledgement levers 1,
2 and 3.
The rest is implementing some extra rules including the OR functionality.
So how is our example route secured. The train leaves the station starting on track 2, then
passing switches 17 and 18 and away into the open field. This route is attached to lever Ad
(Ausfahrt from signal D, leave from signal D) and thus lever 7 in the schema (Line: 7N:13R,
14N, 15N, 16N, 6N, 5N, 4N).
The line defines that Lever 7 is allowed to be pulled into reverse position when the crossing
is closed (lever 13). Switch 16, 17 and 18 are in straight position. The other route levers are
in normal position (no other route is set). If all requirements are met, then lever 7 can be
pulled. If pulled, then all the above mentioned levers are locked immediately.
After this the acknowledgement must be given by the next station/signal box. If this is
acquired, lever Za (Zustimmung Ausfahrt, Acknowledgement given) can be set according to
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the schema (Line: 1N:7R|6R). Lever 1 can be pulled if lever 7 is pulled OR lever 6 is pulled
meaning that if route Ad or Ae is set, lever Za becomes free.
After pulling lever Za, the only thing left is to set the main signal to Hp1. The rule is stated in
Line: 11N:1R,7R. Lever 11 can be pulled if lever Za and lever D are both pulled. So only
when the route is set and there is acknowledgement can the main signal be set. Pulling the
lever for signal D also locks the lever for Za in the reverse position.
Once this is done, the engineer is free to set the train in motion. After the train has left the
station, all levers must be pushed back in reversed order, except for one or more switches if
they are used for the next route or switching.
Of course there are similar schemes for the other routes and for the shunt signal.

Twisted world
There is a small extra issue to think about. The MODRATEC interlocking machine has the
tappets and locking bars in front of the levers. For Walkenried I want this the other way
around, so levers in front and tappets and locking bars behind. You could think: Simply turn
the thing and take off. It’s not that simple, because then the levers are in the wrong left-toright order and the default position of the levers is towards the operator, so you have to
push instead of pull to set a device.
The right order of levers can be fixed by designing as if you were operating the tower from
the opposite site of the station. If you than transfer the machine to the right operating side,
the levers are in front of you and in the right order.
To alter the default position for the levers, so you have to pull them to actuate a switch,
route, signal and so on, instead of pushing them, the information in the locking table (itf file)
has to be reversed (N becomes R and R becomes N).
To test this, you
- design all switches in the revered lie,
- pull all the levers,
and then load the locking table.
Doing it this way, although a little mind boggling, you will be able to test the interlocking for
a reversed, front-side-backward interlocking machine.
(The tables in this article describe to non reversed situation)
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Conclusion
The station I have chosen to build in H0 scale is a wonderful station to be used within
FREMO. In conjunction with time table driven operating sessions, a 1:5 fast clock, freight
transport simulation through the use of car cards and freight order bills, and so called
shadow stations (connection to the world outside the arrangement), one feels a genuine
railroader during an operation session.
Together with MODRATEC’s mechanical interlocking this wonderful station turns into a
superb way of instantiating the model railroad hobby, because it’s a mixture of the old way
of how the railroads used to implement safety and the up-to-date use of electronics like DCC
control units for steppen-motors (which drive the switches, signals and derailers). It’s the
best of both worlds.
In the future I will expand the interlocking with electronic connections between the two
towers and to the stations and/or tracks that are connected to Walkenried on both east and
west side; signal arms that will reset automatically to their normal position once the train
passes the signal although the lever at the interlocking machine is still pulled; telephone
connections to the surrounding stations and documentation of this all.
I also want to build some hardware aid for inexperienced users for instance by displaying
green/red led patterns for the route the user wants to set. If e.g. the user pushes the button
for the route from signal D towards the east, red leds light up for switches 16, 17 and 18,
meaning the switches must be in normal (straight) position. Green leds light up for levers 13,
11, 7 and 1, meaning that these levers must be pulled.

Fixing the springs and balls.
All the levers are in place. The order of the levers is in
Nice job to do while listening to reverse, compared to the diagram in the article, because
‘St. Matthew Passion’ by Bach . my eastern signal tower is situated in a twisted world.
If you turn the frame 180 degrees and push all levers to
the other position, you have an image of the machine as
it’s used at Walkenried East Tower.
November 30th I received a heavy package from Australia. It took the post office four weeks
to transport it from MODRATEC to my house. After opening, a whole lot of screws, bars,
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fixtures, levers, springs, piano wire and so on suddenly covered my worktable. I’m going to
have a lot of fun during the dark days in December.

Getting the right curve for track 1 at the west
end (there’s also white snow outside…).

Track 1 and 2 are in place.

Nico Schoone
December 2009, January 2010
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